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Abstract  

 

Today, smartphones are in widespread use by consumers, commercial companies and 
government authorities. Unfortunately, there are many examples of applications carrying 
out malicious activities, such as stealing information or subscribing to premium-rate 
services. In this thesis work, a novel application whitelisting process (AWP) is proposed. It 
defines processes for application security audits and whitelisting i.e. methods on how to 
classify, evaluate and test a given application to make sure that it with a level of assurance 
does not have malicious intentions. In a risk analysis of users in high security 
environments, the results showed that confidentiality and availability is the top most 
important security aspects to protect in this environment. The applications in the 
whitelisting process should therefore be tested for known malware and adware as well as 
permissions that can be used to send private information to remote servers. Additionally, 
testing should also be carried out for information leakage through intents and content 
resolvers. Because whitelisting is locking down the freedom and usability that comes with a 
smartphone, three different leveled whitelists are proposed to satisfy users and 
organizations with different security needs. A prototype was developed to prove the overall 
usability of the design. The result of scanning 200 applications from Google Play showed 
that 12% of all applications can be placed in the highest leveled whitelist. The results also 
suggest that 17.5 % of all applications on Google Play are malware or potentially unwanted 
applications. The results points to that using this novel whitelisting process, about 30% of 
all applications can be automated into whitelists and will not need manual analysis.  
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 

Today, smartphones are in widespread use by consumers, commercial companies and 
government authorities. The ability to download applications when required is one of the 
key success factors of the smartphone platform. Unfortunately, there are many examples of 
applications carrying out malicious activities such as stealing information or subscribing to 
premium-rate services. According to Trend Micro reports, 1 out of 10 applications on 
Google Play are malicious [1]. They also found that 22% of all applications leaked user 
data. These applications might be disguised as harm free to mislead their victims, 
sometimes by repackaging popular applications with malware. Malware may also use 
techniques to avoid detection e.g. obfuscation, mutation and detection of analysis 
environments. This makes detecting malware more difficult than before when simple 
signature matching was sufficient.  

The end user security is dependent on screening functions of the application marketplace 
that distributes the applications in question. Companies and government authorities have 
the need to be sure that sensitive data on their employees’ devices do not spread to other 
devices. This need was the motivation behind this thesis on request by Sectra, a company 
developing products for secure communication in high security environments. The focus is 
on a product called Panthon developed by Sectra. Panthon ensures secure communication 
through encryption of voice calls and SMS. Applications from Google Play are filtered 
through a whitelist to ensure that only applications that are considered safe is allowed to 
run on the device. This thesis will suggest a novel whitelisting process for the Android 
platform that would grant the power to choose between different security levels depending 
on the organization’s security needs. The set of security levels are motivated through 
consideration on the tradeoff that whitelisting places between functionality and security, i.e. 
the user is limited to a set of applications that are considered safe. Having several security 
levels to choose between enables organizations to make customizations depending on their 
security needs. The suggested whitelisting process comprise two layers of screening i.e. 
malware detection and permission analysis of Android applications. On top of these layers, 
there are also checks for other usage that introduce vulnerabilities e.g. native, dynamic and 
reflection code as well as information leakage through intents and content resolvers. 

A prototype was developed that implements the suggested strategy towards application 
whitelisting. The results on testing 200 applications show that 12 % of all applications on 
Google Play can be used by users with the highest demand on security and assurance that 
the application is safe. As much as 17.5 % of the applications were considered malicious by 
the malware detection layer. This means that almost one out of five of the downloaded 
applications has questionable behavior. These results show the importance of carefully 
reviewing applications before introducing them into high security environments.   
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1.1 Goal and Contribution 

The goal of this thesis work was to define processes for application security audits and 
whitelisting, i.e. to suggest methods on how to classify, evaluate and test a given 
application to make sure that it with a level of assurance does not have malicious intentions. 
The suggested model includes definitions of application approval levels and review 
processes for application screening and whitelisting for the defined levels. A prototype 
implementation of this model was developed to prove the overall usability. 

 
The questions that this thesis will discuss are: 

 What is a malicious application? 
 What risks does users in high risk environments face when using smartphones? 
 How can the trustworthiness of mobile applications be classified? 
 How can mobile applications be evaluated and tested? 
 Would application whitelisting help mitigate risks associated with smartphone 

usage by high risk target users? 

1.2 Delimitations 

The focus of this thesis is on the security aspects with regards to application testing. It does 
not include functionality testing or verification, that the application has claimed 
functionality. 

The proposed method does not include scanning for exploitable vulnerabilities in 
applications. It focuses on assuring that applications do not include malicious behavior or 
intentional/unintentional information leakage. 

1.3 Methodology 

In order to understand the holistic perspective, the first part of this study involved a 
thorough literature study on the area. The literature includes material from security 
conferences, academic papers and magazines. The academic papers were mainly found 
through academic search engines. Internet sources has also been used in order to retrieve 
the latest information in some fields. 

The literature study covers mobile platforms with the main focus on Android since this is 
the most used mobile platform in the time of writing. The literature study also resulted in 
two surveys. The first one covers malware anti-detection techniques and countering 
techniques. The second one covers frameworks and tools to dissect and investigate Android 
applications.  

Figure 1: The process that was used during the thesis work. 

 

A risk analysis covered risks that are associated with users working in high security 
environments. The risk analysis has been conducted according to the Risk Management 
Framework (RMF) guidelines.  

Literature Study Risk Analysis 
Defining 

Approval Levels 

Defining 
Screening 
Process 

Implemention 
of Prototype 

Evaluation of 
Prototype 
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A screening process was proposed as a result of the literature study and the risk analysis. 
To prove the overall usability, a prototype application has been implemented according to 
the proposed model. The analytical data produced by the program has been used to choose 
whether or not to include the application in a whitelist. The performance of the program has 
been evaluated by testing 200 applications from the official Android application market, 
Google Play. The applications were chosen to fairly represent an average user. The 
applications were taken from the top categories on Google Play. A smaller percentage were 
taken at random and a number of applications were Swedish to represent users living in 
Sweden. The types of applications range between games, business applications, 
customization applications and small utilities. The screening results were used to analyze 
the percentage of applications that fall into each category i.e. whether it was malware, 
eligible for the highest leveled whitelist or cases where manual analysis was needed. 
Statistical conclusions based on the results were drawn whether the solution could be 
usable or not in practice.  

1.4 Evaluation of Sources 

In order to maintain the trustworthiness of the sources, academic papers and articles to 
conferences were preferred references. This kind of source provides some guarantee that 
the article has been peer reviewed. Considerations have been made on the possibility of bias 
towards paper supported methods. To get the most recent research, non-academic texts 
where also included. The trustworthiness of these sources has been considered.    

1.5 Document Outline 

This section gives an overview of the main topics that will be discussed in this thesis. 

 

Chapter 2 includes a background on the mobile platforms Android, iOS and Windows 
Phone, with the main focus placed on Android. 

 

Chapter 3 covers malware in general and provides an overview of different anti-detection 
techniques and countering techniques.  

 

Chapter 4 discusses the concepts of whitelisting and blacklisting. 

 

Chapter 5  will cover screening methods used in practice by Google, Apple and Microsoft. 
It also describes different test frameworks that can be used for screening purposes. 

  

Chapter 6 includes a risk analysis on users in high risk environments, presents the proposed 
application review process and statistical results from the prototype. 

 

Chapter 7 includes summary and conclusions. 
 
 

Chapter 8 discusses future works. 
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Chapter 2  
 
Mobile Platforms 

This chapter will provide a background on mobile platforms with the main focus applied on 
the architecture of Android. The motivation for the focus on Android is that, in the time of 
writing, Android is the most used mobile operating system. According to Gartner, Android 
accounts for almost 75% of 210 million mobile devices shipped worldwide in the third 
quarter of 2013 [2]. This chapter will also provide a short introduction to other popular 
mobile platforms including Windows Phone 8 and iOS.  

2.1 Android 

Android is an open source operating system primarily intended for touchscreen-based smart 
phones and tablet computers. It has become one of the most used mobile operating systems. 
Android is developed by Google in collaboration with the Open Handset Alliance which is 
a group of 84 companies that together strive for a rich, less expensive and better mobile 
experience [3]. 

2.1.1 Architectural Anatomy 

The architectural anatomy of Android is illustrated in Figure 2 and is described in this 
section. 

Android is based on a Linux kernel, modified to suit the Android architectural needs [4]. 
The kernel includes low-level drivers that communicate with the hardware. Applications 
that need access to hardware functions send requests through the kernel. Two of the most 
noteworthy Android-specific kernel extensions is the Android Shared Memory (Ashmem) 
and the Binder IPC, which will be described further in section 2.1.5.  

Comparing Android with other Linux-based distributions such as Ubuntu, it is important to 
note that almost everything above the kernel is different. Android is designed to run on 
systems with limited processing power, memory and battery. Above the kernel, in the 
Android Native Libraries, reduced or lightweight libraries are included to ensure minimal 
footprint [4]. These libraries are written in C/C++ and are used by upper layer application 
components through Java interfaces.  

The next layer is the Android Runtime which includes the Dalvik Virtual Machine (Dalvik 
VM) and core libraries. There are two types of virtual machines, system virtual machines 
and process virtual machines. A system virtual machine enables having several operating 
systems on the same physical machine e.g. through VirtualBox or VMware. A process 
virtual machine executes in resemblance to a program. This is the method Java VM (JVM) 
and Dalvik VM uses. The virtual machine starts when a process starts and terminates when 
the process terminates. [5].  
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The main difference between JVM and Dalvik VM is that JVM is stack-based while Dalvik 
is register-based which is beneficial for environments with memory constraints [5]. Dalvik 
is designed to run Dalvik executable files (*.dex) which are translated Java classes 
providing compact and memory efficient signatures [4].  

The core libraries which are stationed on the same layer as the Dalvik VM are the visible 
development libraries. They include most of the standard Java API in addition to Android-
specific libraries that provide an interface towards the native libraries [4]. 

The next layer is the Application framework which includes tools, services and proprietary 
extensions. The last layer is the Application layer which is where all installed applications 
reside [4]. 

Figure 2. Android architecture [6]. 

2.1.2 Application Anatomy 

Applications are written in the Java language and/or native code [7]. The Java files are 
compiled and then converted to Dalvik executable files (*.dex). The applications are 
packed into Android Packages (*.apk) together with needed libraries and resources.  

Having a closer look at applications, there are four different application components that 
serve different purposes; activities, services, content providers and broadcast receivers [7]. 
All the components except content providers are activated by intents.  

Intents are asynchronous messages that allow application components to request 
functionality from other components [7]. Intents can be sent implicit or explicit. Explicit 
intents are sent to specific classes. This means that the sender needs to know the name of 
the class. Implicit intents are sent without specifying exactly which component to send to. 
The system decides where to send the intent through special intent filters. 
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Activities: An activity corresponds to one view in an application. Several activities 
can be linked together to create a multi-view application. Applications may start 
single activities from another application if allowed [8]. 

Services: A service runs in the background to perform long-running services. 
Another component may start a service, interact with it and perform inter-process 
communication [8]. 

Content providers: A content provider manages shared application data. 
Applications request shared data from other applications through the content 
provider [8]. Content providers are activated by a request through a content resolver 
together with an URI (Uniform Resource Identifier). This means that components 
do not directly communicate with the content provider but rather through the 
content resolver that manages all transactions. A content resolver accepts a request 
from the component and directs it to the content provider [7].  

Broadcast receivers: Broadcast receivers respond to system-wide broadcast 
announcements and can be initiated by both the system and applications. The 
broadcast receiver does not contain its own UI, instead it may create status bar 
notifications. Note that broadcast receivers are not a requirement for creating 
notifications [8].  

 
 

Figure 3. Overview of the application launch process in Android [9]. 

2.1.3 Application Launch 

When an application starts, this is done through Zygote, which is a VM process that starts at 
system boot [9]. At startup, Zygote initializes a Dalvik VM that preloads and pre-initializes 
core library classes. Zygote then listens for socket requests to start a new application. This 
speeds up the application startup since all applications will share the same pre-initialized 
core libraries in contrast to letting each application load the core libraries into the memory. 
When initializing an application, the activity manager service receives a command to start 
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an activity, see Figure 3. If the process is already started, the activity manager service 
responds by sending the corresponding application to front. If the process is not started, it 
sends a request to the Zygote socket. This socket is responsible for sending the fork 
command to the Zygote process.  During forking, the ActivityThread is used, which will 
attempt to bind the Linux process with an Android application. If there is no application 
available, the process is killed. If it succeeds, the Process ID (PID) is sent back to the 
Activity Manager Service [9]. 

2.1.4 Application Market Store 

The official application market store for Android is called Google Play. Developers can 
publish their applications into Google Play. If accepted by the Google vetting service i.e. 
the bouncer, the application will be available for download through Google Play. The 
bouncer is an anti-malware screener that attempts to detect and ban malicious applications 
from Google Play [10].  

The applications are downloaded as files with APK extension through the Google Play 
application on the device. Some applications are free and others cost money [11].  

There are also third-party application stores for Android. These application stores are not 
supported by Google. In consequence, Google has no authority over the content provided 
through these stores. Statistics gathered by F-secure during Q3 2012, suggest that there are 
more malware applications on third party stores than on Google Play. Of 51,000 gathered 
samples of suspicious applications, there were 28,398 that were found malicious of which 
149 came from Google Play and the rest from third party stores. There were 23,049 
potentially unwanted applications of which 13,639 came from Google Play [12]. A 
potentially unwanted applications refers to an application that could lead to undesired 
effects (e.g. remote wipe), or be used with malicious intention to monitor or hack others. 

2.1.5 Security Model 

The security in Android consists of a two-layered security model [6]. The upper layer is the 
application-level permission model which is exposed to the user through the package 
manager during installation of an application. The second layer is the kernel-level 
application sandbox providing process isolation in addition to the Dalvik VM. The strong 
sand boxing is motivated by the will to ensure that the application-level permissions model 
is not bypassed [6]. 

Kernel-level Application Sandboxing 

Android is based on the Linux kernel which is built for a multi-user environment [6]. Hence 
it is focused on user-based protection separating the user resources. This is achieved by 
separating processes according to its User ID (UID) and Group ID (GID). An UID/GID is 
an unique number assigned to an user and to groups of users. If the UID equals “0” this 
means that the user is root and thus has elevated privileges which grants full control over 
the system [6]. 

The kernel-level sandbox is an adjustment of the same technique. Each application is given 
an unique UID and GID as opposed to giving it to each user. Consequently, all files 
associated with an application can only be read by that UID [6].  

In addition, each application on Android runs in a separate Dalvik VM in its own process to 
ensure separation. The Dalvik VM allows native code execution outside the virtual 
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machine. Therefore, isolating applications in different processes is important because it 
isolates both the Dalvik VM and native code which may come with the application [6]. 

Application-level Permission Model 

During installation through the application market stores or from the SD card, the user is 
asked to accept a number of permissions prior to download. This is accomplished through 
the package manager which grants permissions to the application [4]. However, the user 
can only choose to accept all permissions or to not install the application at all.  

The permissions restrict access to approximately 100 different functions, for example 
access to the camera and the GPS. Permissions are assigned one out of four different 
protection levels, normal, dangerous, signature and signature or system. Aside from built-
in permissions, developers can create their own permissions. The declarer of permissions is 
free to choose which protection level a permission will have [4]. 
 

 Normal Permissions that does not pose a threat to the user and is granted 
permission by the system without asking the user for explicit allowance [8]. 

 Dangerous Permissions that are not normally needed which might pose a threat 
against security. The user is prompted during install [8]. 

 Signature Only applications that are signed with the same signature as the one that 
declared the permission is allowed this permission [8]. 

 Signature or System In addition to applications signed by the declarer, these 
permissions are granted to system applications [8]. 

 

If several applications signed with the same developer key, are installed on a device, the 
permissions are transitive. This means that if application A has a set of permissions and 
application B has another set of permissions then A can make requests through B to utilize 
the permissions that were granted B but not A [13]. 

Inter-process Communication (IPC) 

The Linux kernel include security features such as discretionary access control (DAC). This 
means that the owner of data decides which other users retrieve access to it [14].   

Applications can communicate with other applications by sharing the same UID. They can 
also run in the same process and share the same virtual machine. However, sharing 
processes and virtual machines is only possible if the applications are signed with the same 
certificate. If the application needs to reach system services, it needs to request permission 
for it during the installation [8], e.g. a dialing application needs to request access to the user 
contacts in order to function properly. 

The actual communication is done through UNIX sockets or the binder driver [9]. The 
binder provides bindings to functions and data from one execution environment to another. 
Each binder is uniquely identifiable and can be used as a security access token. A process 
that receives a call from another process can identify the origin by its UID and PID. By use 
of Ashmem, a heap can be shared between processes through the binder framework. 

When data is small, developers are recommended to use the UNIX socket [9]. In other 
cases, when large heterogeneous data has to be transferred, the binder IPC driver is better 
suited. The process registers itself to the binder driver and receives a file descriptor. The 
data is sent through the file descriptor to another process by issuing ioctl() function calls.    

Netlink is a subsystem for sending kernel messages to the user space. The message is sent 
from the kernel through a generic Netlink bus to the Netlink subsystem. From this 
subsystem, the message is sent through a kernel socket to the application [9].   
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Application Signing 

All applications need to be digitally signed by the author. This ensures that the author is 
held responsible for the behavior of the application. Application signing is also central for 
sharing UID between applications. To be able to share UID, applications need to be signed 
by the same key [6]. Since developers sign their own certificates, it is possible to re-
package and resign applications.  

2.2 Other Platforms 

Although this thesis concentrates on the Android mobile platform, there are many other 
mobile operating systems that are being used or are emerging. These include Apple iOS, 
Windows Phone 8, Blackberry, Symbian, Bada, Tizen and Meego. Ubuntu recently 
released an operating system that can be run on Android devices [15]. In the time of 
writing, Android, iOS and Windows Phone 8 are the most popular mobile operating 
systems in Sweden, and therefore a short introduction will be provided to the latter two in 
this section. 

2.2.1 Windows Phone 8 

Windows Phone 8 is a mobile platform created by Microsoft. The desktop version of 
Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8 have shared building blocks. The platforms are both 
based on the Windows kernel and the Windows device driver model. The latter makes 
drivers work for all hardware which makes cross-platform development possible. Microsoft 
also uses the concept of applications as in Android. However, only applications from the 
official market may install on the system. The applications are separated from each other 
with a permission model similar to that of Android. The user can control which content that 
the applications can reach. Applications can be developed either with native code or .NET 
code. When a developer is finished with an application, the source code can be sent to a 
Microsoft server for screening [16].  

2.2.2 Apple iOS 

iOS is a mobile platform produced by Apple that runs on the Apple mobile phone called 
iPhone. Apple develops both the software and hardware for all their products. This means 
they have total control over every part in their products. The iOS is similar to Android in 
means of functionality and applications. Apple does not allow applications from third party 
stores, all application downloads are done through the official App Store. Applications that 
are sent for approval to enter the App Store are screened and reviewed [17]. 
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Chapter 3  
 
Malware 

Malware has been around for many years and has globally cost consumers around 70 
million dollars and companies 300 million dollars [18].  Before the internet, there was no 
reason to make secure software for areas without physical access. Today, internet is a 
central part for business organizations, culture and education. The growing connectivity of 
devices has led to a greater vulnerability towards outside threats.  Because of the increased 
use of internet, malicious code has been able to propagate and spread rapidly [19].  

3.1 Malware Definition 

A malware is a piece of software with malicious intentions [20]. It may without the users’ 
consent infect the machine and/or other machines on the local network on which the 
machine is connected. The part of the malicious code that performs the destructing 
operation is referred to as the payload. Malware can be categorized according to its way of 
spreading and payload. 

 

 Viruses: A virus is a program that infects an executable that when executed 
replicates and spreads to other executable files [21].  

 Worms: A worm replicates and spreads automatically without user intervention 
[22]. 

 Trojan-horses: A Trojan-horse disguises itself as a legitimate application to 
perform malicious activities undetected[23]. 

 Back doors: A backdoor provides easy access to a system e.g. after a successful 
privilege escalation by installing rootkits or remote access control [24].  

 Spyware: Spyware may collect keystrokes, passwords or personal information 
about the user without their knowledge. Spyware is often associated with adware 
programs that show advertisements. Spyware programs can be found bundled with 
desired programs that the user wishes to install. They can also infect through 
security holes in the web browser or other programs. [25] 

3.2 Mobile Malware 

The mobile platforms Android, Windows Phone 8 and iOS share the ability to download 
third-party apps from the official application markets. Therefore, all three platforms, face 
the same problem to develop an effective screening solution that can be run on application 
before allowing them into the official application markets. Apple and Microsoft users are 
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limited to the official application store while Google provide their users with the freedom to 
download applications from any third-party application market. 

The wide use and open nature of Android, have made the platform a target for malware 
developers. Announced at the Google I/O 2013, the amount of Android devices have 
globally grown towards 900 million activated devices [26]. Because Android is so widely 
used, it is motivational for attackers to aim at creating malware for this platform. According 
to reports by F-secure, for the first quarter of 2011, there were 129 malicious applications 
for Android. In the third quarter of 2012, the amount of malicious applications rapidly rose 
to 28,398 (most of them found on third-party markets) [12]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4: New mobile threat families per quarter [27]. 

 

According to F-Secure reports for the fourth quarter of 2012, see Figure 4, the iOS platform 
has been relatively free from malware. The first malware in history to hit the App Store was 
in mid-2012 [28]. In early 2013, security researchers found a vulnerability concerning the 
configuration profiles of iOS which could be used to read information, passwords and 
encrypted data without user knowledge [29]. 

In the time of writing, Windows Phone 8 is a relatively new platform, but there has already 
been reports on malware [30]. Security researchers at Websense predict that because the 
platform is developer friendly, cybercriminals will embrace the platform and exploit 
vulnerabilities [31]. 
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3.2.1 Android Malware 

Android is the mobile platform that currently is affected with most malware and adware. 
Among the malware and adware that has been found, diversities has been found in both the 
method in how they install on a mobile device and in the motivation behind the attack.  

Infection strategy 

Android malware can be categorized by how they install on a mobile device. The four main 
methods are repackaging, update attacks, drive-by downloads [32] and through physical 
access to the victim’s device. 

 

 Repackaging: In this method, popular applications are obtained and repackaged 
with malicious content [32]. The repackaged applications are uploaded to 
application markets. The aim is to lure users to download the infected application.   

 Update attacks: In order to avoid anti-malware detection during submission to 
application markets, malicious applications may add it in the next update when the 
application is trusted or fetch malicious components at run-time after installation 
[32].  

 Drive-by downloads: A drive-by download attacker uses social-engineering skills 
to get users to accidently download their applications through the web browser by 
clicking on a malicious advert [32]. However, the user still has to accept a set of 
permissions during installation. 

 Physical contact: If an attacker can get close enough to reach the victim’s device, 
the malicious application can be installed directly on the device [33].  

Malicious payload 

Malicious Android applications have been found to contain different kinds of malicious 
payload depending on the motivation behind the attack.  In this section, the different 
payloads are explained. 

 Privilege escalation: A successful privilege escalation by using a root exploit on 
Android means full control over the device. This can be accomplished by exploiting 
vulnerable system components that have root privileges [32].   

 Information leakage: Spyware applications may leak sensitive information to 
remote servers. Sensitive information include SMS messages, phone numbers, user 
accounts and other files stored on the device [32].  

 Denial of Service (DoS): The motivation behind a denial of service attack is to 
obstruct the user from performing his or her task. As example, a vulnerability in 
Zygote made it possible to flood the Zygote socket with requests causing the Zygote 
to fork a large number of dummy process until the memory resources were 
exhausted and the system rebooted. If that attack is executed during bootstrapping 
the device will be stuck in an endless boot-loop [9]. 

 Command and Control servers (C&C): Using remote servers, attackers may 
control devices for diverse purposes, for example in motivation to steal information 
or create mobile bot networks [32]. 

 Financial charge: Applications may send premium-rate SMS, in some cases in the 
background without the user’s awareness (if that particular permission is accepted 
during the installation phase) [32]. 
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3.2.2 Other Mobile Platform Malware 

In the time of writing, Android is the most malware affected mobile platform [27]. For the 
mobile platforms iOS and Windows Phone 8, there has not been  many reported malwares.  
In this section a few examples of malware to these platforms will be presented. 

The iOS malware called “First and call” was the first malware to get into the App Store. It 
is a trojan that steals and uploads user data to a remote server e.g. the contact list and GPS 
coordinates. From the server, it spams the victim’s email and contact list with links to 
download malware [28].  

In 2013, a group of researchers at Skycure found a vulnerability that could be used to steal 
sensitive information from an iOS smartphone. It involved a phishing attack in which an 
user was tricked to install a malicious configuration profile. The profile was then able to 
scrape keystrokes, searches and login data from websites [29]. 

In the end of 2012, the first malware was constructed for Windows Phone 8 which could be 
used to steal private data and upload files to the device. The malware did not require an 
exploit to work, it only needed allowed Windows Phone 8 functionality [30]. 

3.3 Short History on Malware and Anti-malware Battle 

This section will provide a short history on the never-ending malware versus anti-malware 
battle. For an overview, see Figure 5. 

Traditionally, malware could be caught by simple signature matching i.e. to compare 
known malware code fragments to the content of a file [34]. However, since this requires 
known malware signatures, unknown or zero-day attacks cannot be detected. The concept 
of zero-day attacks refers to newly released malware where no signature has yet been 
crafted.   

To avoid detection from signature scanners, malware authors started to use packers, a form 
of compression [34]. This is a legitimate technique that is used to minimize memory and 
bandwidth during data storage or file transfer. However, since a small change in the file 
causes a large change in the compressed file, this can be used as obfuscation.  

 

Figure 5: The malware versus anti-malware timeline. 
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Obfuscation refers to the techniques malware authors and legitimate software developers 
use to camouflage code. However, for legitimate software this is used for copyright 
reasons. The anti-malware response to packers is detection using static analysis, which 
disassembles the malware code and deciphers the assembly code before run-time. The 
malware authors were therefore led to start using polymorphic malware, which encrypts the 
malicious payload and decrypts it during execution [20]. The encryption is different for 
each infected machine in order to make detection difficult. This is accomplished through 
randomizing the encryption key. This will generate different signatures each time the 
malware is executed and the malware can therefore evade static analysis [34]. Of this 
reason dynamic analysis emerged. This detection method analyzes run-time code to detect 
signatures or malicious behavior. Since the polymorphic malware unpacks and deciphers 
the code during execution, the malware is exposed to dynamic analysis that can detect the 
signature [34].  

The malware authors created the metamorphic malware which continuously modifies itself. 
It generates new operation code patterns for each time it executes. This method evades both 
static and dynamic analysis since it is difficult to create a working signature [34]. 

Recent research has started to focus on what the malware does rather than how it is doing it 
in attempt to counter the ever evolving malware techniques [34]. There are also research on 
code normalization techniques that can be used on mutated code to generate signatures 
[35].   

3.4 Malware Anti-detection Techniques 

In this section malware obfuscation techniques to avoid detection [34] will be explained 
further.  The usage of obfuscation techniques means to alter the program in such way that it 
is functionally the same although appears different. This technique is also used by 
legitimate software vendors that want to conceal their design. 

3.4.1 Packers 

A packer is a compressing tool meant for minimizing memory and bandwidth [34]. It is 
also used for bundling executable files with component files during software deployment. 
Malware authors are using this technique as obfuscation since packers also can be used as 
encryption. A small change in a file causes a large change in the packed file which acts like 
encryption. A powerful tool to detect packers is entropy analysis. It is based on measuring 
the randomness of data in files. A packed file has a significant increase in randomness 
which is detectable. However, entropy analysis does only detect the prevalence of packers, 
not the specific packer algorithm. Without identifying the packer algorithm it is not 
possible to unpack the files and inspect the content for malicious code [34]. 

3.4.2 Polymorphic Malware 

Polymorphism refers to an encryption method which mutates the static binary code of 
malware [34]. The malware mutates and produces a new copy for each time it infects a 
machine. This makes signature-matching difficult since the signatures become different for 
each time the malware infects a machine. During execution, the binary code is deciphered 
before it is loaded into memory. Consequently, the run-time code for each mutation is 
semantically the same. This enables signature matching on run-time code [34].   
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3.4.3 Metamorphic Malware 

The metamorphic malware has a two-part approach to obfuscation [34]. In the first part, the 
metamorphic malware changes the run-time code that is loaded into the memory each time 
it runs. Secondly, it updates the static binary files of the malware on the infected computer 
to a new version. This makes both static signature matching and dynamic run-time 
signature matching difficult. 

There are two types of metamorphic malware, open-world malware and closed-world 
malware [34]. Open-world malware communicates with the outside world to download 
updates. Closed-world malware mutates without the need of external communication. 

3.4.4 Environment-awareness 

There are malwares that are designed to attack certain devices [36]. These malwares verify 
in which environment they are executed to ensure that the malicious code only may run on 
the intended device. This method is also useful to evade inspection by forensic analysts that 
inspect the application in an emulated environment.   

3.5 Obfuscating Techniques in Android Malware 

In this section various Android-specific obfuscation techniques will be listed and explained. 
Among the different ways to hide away from security analysts, there are applications using 
techniques to make the control-flow difficult to follow e.g. by encrypting the payload, using 
reflection code or dynamically loading code. There are also applications that avoid to 
perform malicious activities while being analyzed. 

Environment-awareness  

The Android system properties are verified to determine that the malware is run on the 
intended device [36]. Android.os.BUILD is checked to verify if the application is run in an 
emulator. The subscriber ID (IMSI) is checked to verify that the application is run on the 
intended device. 

Encrypted Root Exploit 

In order to evade detection, malware authors have started to include encrypted root exploits. 
The encrypted files have been reported to have disguised themselves, for example as 
harmless icon files. Furthermore, to make signature detection even more difficult, the 
encryption key is changed between malware variants [32]. 

Command and Control (C&C) Server 

In order to minimize the number of lines in the malware payload, command and control 
(C&C) servers can be used [32]. A small payload means less footprint and malicious 
behavior in the code leading to better chances of remaining undetected. Using a C&C 
server also means controlling the device from a remote location. The attacker can send 
instructions to send SMS, take pictures or send private data.  

The server addresses may change between variant, be encrypted or be stored in different 
locations to make detection difficult [32].   
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Shadow Payload 

Malicious applications might carry shadow payloads with embedded applications that 
install on the device [32]. These shadow payloads could be encrypted and when installed 
they might not appear with icons in the menu. Installing the embedded application would 
require a successful root exploit or other vulnerability to elevate the permission 
“Install_packages” [32]. 

Update-attacks 

A way to evade the anti-malware scanner that runs for all apps that is submitted to Google 
Play is to not include a malicious payload in the initial package [32]. Instead, this payload 
is installed afterwards through an update component at run-time. This can be achieved by 
either enclosing the update as an asset in the application or by fetching the update from a 
remote server. Download and installation of the update requires user approval. However, if 
only parts of the application is updated in contrast to the entire app, the user is not 
prompted for approval. There is a method called dynamic loading behavior which makes it 
possible to download, install or update payload during run-time. This require exploiting the 
Dalvik class loading feature [32].  

Security-software Detection 

Some malware are be able to detect the presence of anti-malware software installed on the 
phone. If detected, the malware might try to shut down the anti-malware program and 
prompt the user that the program stopped unexpectedly [32]. 

Other 

To make reverse-engineering attempts on malicious applications difficult, the malware may 
check the integrity of the application before it unfolds its malicious payload [32]. This 
means that the malware will detect if reverse engineers has tampered with the app. 

Furthermore, apps can partition their payload into several apps that work together but look 
like separate apps. This method in addition to aggressive obfuscation of methods and class 
names make malware detection difficult [32]. 

Malware authors may also use obfuscation techniques such as encryption on constant 
strings e.g. the C&C server address [32]. The native payload could be encrypted i.e. the 
embedded apps. Furthermore, the encryption keys are in some cases rapidly changed. The 
class names in the payload may also be obfuscated. 

Moreover, through Java Native Interface (JNI), malware authors can use JNI to 
communicate to C&C servers. This way of communicating is more difficult to analyze and 
detect [32].  

To avoid detection by static analysis tools, malware authors use reflection code. It is 
completely legitimate to use reflection code, even recommended in some cases [37]. 
However this may also be used to hide malicious behavior by creating method pointers and 
invoking the method at run-time [38]. 

Information can be leaked between apps through intents and content resolvers [39]. Strings 
sent through intents may contain private information, e.g. an application could send an 
intent to the web browser that will connect to an remote server using the string provided in 
the intent. 
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3.6 Malware Detection Techniques  

There are two main malware detection techniques; static analysis and dynamic analysis. 
Static analysis is based on inspection of source code or binary files during no execution 
[40]. In contrast, dynamic analysis is the observation of run-time behavior. 

3.6.1 Static Analysis 

In this section, static analysis methods will be presented. Static analysis can either be 
implemented signature-based or heuristic-based.  

Signature-based Approach 

Signature-based detection is the most common technique and is used by most commercial 
anti-virus software. This method is based on matching the source code or binary against 
malware signatures. There are different approaches to defining signatures; static string 
signatures, code normalization and control-flow graphs. These will be briefly explained in 
this section.  

The signature-based approach is not applicable for obfuscated (or mutated) malware, since 
the signature pattern for these constantly change. Neither would it detect unknown malware 
for which no signature has been created [41]. 

Static String Signatures 

A static string signature is a sequence of statements that define a malware [42]. This is the 
most basic signature and is widely used by anti-virus software. The technique is time-
effective, since it is easy to define the strings and to scan for this kind of signature [43]. The 
signature can cover the whole malware body or individual statements. The latter is more 
effective against obfuscated code [42]. 

Code Normalization  

Self-mutating applications produce highly non-optimized code with redundant functions 
and statements. This can be reversed to retrieve the archetype from where they were 
mutated. The term archetype refers to the original un-mutated zero-form of malware. By 
normalizing the non-optimized code, it is possible to extract a normal form that has been 
optimized in order to remove redundant code. The normal form that is given from different 
mutations share similarities that can be used as means for signature detection [35]. 

The normal forms from different malware samples are not identical thus cannot be 
compared byte per byte. Therefore, a comparison method called clone detection is used to 
measure the similarities by detecting equivalent blocks in the source code[35]. 

Control-flow Graph Matching  

Malware can be characterized and classified by its control flow [43].  A control flow graph 
describes the order in which statements, function calls or instructions are executed, see 
Figure 6. The left-most green dot represents the beginning of the control flow and the red 
dot represents the end. The dots in between represents the paths in which the program can 
take. In cross-points, the program will take different paths depending on the state.  

Signatures can be described by a set of control flow graphs that are derived from malware 
samples. Malwares can then be detected by comparing the control flow graphs and 
detecting similarities by using various distance metrics. This method takes in account the 
semantics between statements which makes it more powerful than comparing static strings 
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that are vulnerable to any code modification or mutation. Control flow graph matching can 
be used to detect malware that uses polymorphic techniques to mutate into variants.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Example of a simple control flow graph. 

Static Heuristic Approach 

This method is a more exploratory malware analysis method with motivation to find 
undiscovered malware. This method is focused on structural anomalies, program 
disassembly and n-grams that can be used to track behavior patterns common to malware in 
source code [44]. Generally, n-grams are used in probability models in linguistics to 
determine the semantics of a sequence of n words, thus allowing prediction of the next 
word. In malware detection, it is used similarly but with byte sequences of length n.  

3.6.2 Dynamic Analysis 

Dynamic analysis (or behavior-based analysis) is detection of malware by analysis of 
runtime-behavior [40]. Information about the system is collected during runtime in an 
emulated environment. The gathered information consist of system calls, file changes, 
network access and memory modifications. 

Approaches to Dynamic Analysis 

When testing software, the test results are compared against a set of expected results called 
the oracle that decides if the test failed or passed. In malware analysis the input to creating 
the oracle is the behavior patterns from known malware. There are five different ways of 
defining the oracle; no oracle, true oracle, consistent oracle, self-referential oracle and 
heuristic oracle [45].  

 
 No oracle: By using no oracle, the tests only fail if the system crashes or other 

obvious errors occur. The oracle is fast and inexpensive but does not find many 
non-obvious errors [45]. 

 True oracle: A true oracle is a separate implementation of the system under test, 
e.g. using other hardware and algorithms [45]. The same tests are run on both the 
system under test and the oracle and then the results are matched against each 
other. The trustworthiness of the result is based on how different the system 
under test is compared to the separate implementation produced by the oracle. 
This kind of oracle is expensive to develop. 

  

  

  

 Start End 
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 Consistent oracle: This approach is based on collecting results from a previous 
test on the system under test and comparing the result to a new test run. The 
differences in the results are the base for deciding whether an error or malicious 
behavior has occurred or not [46].  

 Self-referential oracle: Using a self-referential oracle means that the “answer” 
to the test is embedded into the test case. For example, if a malware creates a file 
with a specific string as filename, the test case involves looking for that 
filename[46]. 

 Heuristic oracle: A heuristic approach involves looking ahead for malware that 
does not have the exact behavior as the malware signature behavior pattern. The 
oracle is not looking for an exact match, rather an abstraction of the malware 
behavior pattern that are based on the general characteristics [46].  

Kernel-based Behavior Analysis 

There is an Android-specific kernel-based behavior analysis method that has been shown 
applicable for detecting malware for the Android platform. The method is based on 
gathering system calls during runtime and analyzing them for malicious behavior [47]. 

Machine Learning 

Machine learning can be applied to the field of behavior-based malware analysis. The first 
step is to monitor the behavior of the malware in a sandboxed environment. Then by using 
alternating Clustering of behavior and Classification of behavior malware can be analyzed 
incrementally [48]. Clustering of behavior is a technique to identify novel malware that 
matches families of malware with similar behavior. Classification of behavior is the process 
in which novel malware are assigned to a malware family [48]. 
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Chapter 4  
 
Whitelisting and Blacklisting 

4.1 Definition of Whitelisting and Blacklisting 

Blacklists are based on default allow policies with known bad exceptions while whitelists 
are based on default deny policies with known good exceptions. In other words, a whitelist 
defines everything that shall be allowed to run on the system and a blacklist defines 
everything that is denied. The decision on which one to choose depends on the environment 
[49]. 

In airports, passengers are regarded innocent until proven otherwise. The security personnel 
matches passengers against blacklists with known criminals during the passport control. 
Since there is a large number of passengers passing through the airport each day, a whitelist 
would not be a feasible solution. A computer-related example, where blacklists are 
preferred, is anti-virus software. The anti-virus software matches new and old software 
against a blacklist containing signatures of known malware. Programs and applications are 
regarded safe until proven malicious.  

 
 
 

Figure 7: In airports, passport controls use blacklists. 
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In contrast, whitelisting is useful in situations where there is a small group that is given 
privileged rights. For example, only employees should be able to enter restricted areas 
inside a corporate company. This is commonly accomplished by handing out authorization 
tokens (e.g. magnetic tags) to all employees. The official application marketplaces such as 
Google Play and App Store for smartphones is a software analogy. A developer who wishes 
to publish an application on the marketplace, will need permission by the platform 
developer i.e. Google, Apple or Microsoft.  

Another reason to choose a whitelist over a blacklist, when it comes to malware, is the 
sheer volume of malware that exist. For an environment with high security needs, it is vital 
to prevent every malware from passing through, since it can have grave consequences [49].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: An example of a company that uses whitelists to allow their employees to enter the 

building.  

4.2 Whitelist Policy  

A clear picture is needed of what to include and what to exclude, when implementing a 
whitelist approach in an organization. It is not an easy task to know every software need of 
every employee in a large organization. Some productivity problems might arise when 
employees feel locked down and cannot use the software they feel most comfortable with. 
Also, the freedom to control their own device is taken away and left to the IT-staff. Users 
that consider themselves power users will not be able to make changes to their device and 
customize as they would otherwise [50]. An alternative to locking down the whole 
organization with application whitelisting, is to only lock down high-value and targeted 
employees [51].  

4.3 Security 

There are different security solutions to enforce whitelisting. The easiest solution is to have 
a simple list with filenames and file paths of the allowed programs. A more secure 
cryptographic security solution is to use digital signatures. A digital signature provide 
authentication, non-repudiation and integrity [50]. 

A digital signature is used to maintain integrity and non-repudiation in correspondence 
between two parties. In the classical example of a correspondence between Alice and Bob, 
Alice wants to send a message to Bob. Alice creates a hash out of her message and encrypts 
it with her private key which will create the signature.  
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Figure 9: How digital signatures work. 

The message is sent together with the signature to Bob. He decrypts the signature with 
Alice’s public key, and compares the hash value from the message with the one that was 
stored in the signature. This will prove to Bob that this message was sent by Alice and that 
the message is unaltered [52]. 

The same method can be applied to software distributions to ensure that software only 
comes from trusted sources. 

4.4 Maintenance Issues 

Using whitelists introduce problems such as maintenance of old and outdated lists. There is 
a continual need of maintenance to remove entries in the whitelist that is outdated or has 
been detected as malware by anti-malware software after the software was listed as safe. As 
an example, an organization that is using a whitelist to limit which software that may run 
on their system, will need to have their list updated every time a new version of the 
software emerge e.g. to get the latest functionality or security updates [53]. 
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Chapter 5  
 
Screening Process 

This chapter will briefly describe how application screening techniques work for different 
mobile platforms with the main focus placed on Android. It will also cover different test 
frameworks that can be used to inspect Android applications. 

5.1 Screening Process in Application Market Stores 

Whether the application is meant for the Android, iOS or Windows Phone 8 platform, the 
application will be screened before entering the official market place. The methods that are 
used are not publicly available. However, researchers have tried to understand how the 
screening process in Google Play works by submitting malicious proof-of-concept 
applications. This section will explain how the malware screening process officially is 
performed as well as the results from these researchers.  

5.1.1 Google Play 

The official Android market is called Google Play, and the screening process used is called 
the Bouncer. The screening process includes static analysis as well as dynamic analysis, in 
which the application is run in an emulated environment to detect malware and hidden 
malicious behavior [10]. It is an automated process, which scans both new applications and 
applications that already have entered Google Play.  

Since the knowledge in how the Bouncer operates is not publicly available, a group of 
researchers have analyzed how the Bouncer operates [54]. They created a legitimate 
application which could contact a remote server and send information home. This 
application was published to Google Play and was run through the Bouncer. The 
researchers received information on the device ID, and which IP address the application 
was running on during the screening. This result suggest that the analysis environment 
allows network access. The IP-range were always the same, which made it possible to add 
malicious behavior that omitted to be run on that specific IP-range.  

Gradually for each update to the application on Google Play, the researchers added more 
malicious behavior to observe how the Bouncer would react. They added behavior common 
to malicious applications, e.g. deploying malicious updates during runtime by dynamically 
pushing JavaScript code to an application from a remote server [54]. The application was 
run once for each update to Google Play, except for one of the times, in which no analysis 
was run. After the application had been on Google Play for a few weeks, the bouncer ran 
the application again – and it passed. The researchers added more aggressive behavior, for 
which the application sent home information each second, instead of each 15 minutes as 
before. This time the Bouncer scanned the application 19 times within 6 minutes. Each scan 
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lasted for about 30 seconds. After 24 hours, the application was removed from Google 
Play. The researchers believe that Google might have used manual analysis to follow up on 
the scans, for which Google found the application malicious [54]. 

Another group of researchers did a similar analysis of the Bouncer [55]. Their results were 
similar to the other group of researchers. The Bouncer ran the application for about 5 
minutes, and performed automated analysis until malicious behavior was spotted for which 
manual analysis was carried out. They also found that the Bouncer explores the application 
by emulating UI input, such as clicks. They believe that the emulated UI inputs is 
predictable enough to be used to determine if it is an emulator or a real user [55]. 

5.1.2 Other 

Microsoft screens applications before allowing them on Windows Phone Store e.g. for 
inappropriate content, disallowed libraries and malware [56]. This is done through a 
number of automated tests and manual analysis [57]. According to the information 
provided on msdn, the security tests takes about 3 hours to complete [58]. 

Apple also screens their applications for malware. They also have content and functionality 
restrictions on the submitted applications. Applications may not include nude material or 
other inappropriate content, functionality that is of limited use, do not follow usability 
guidelines or has functionality that is already covered by an official iOS application [59]. 

5.2 Test Frameworks and Tools 

This section will present test frameworks that can be used to screen Android applications 
for malicious behavior. In Table 1, selected frameworks for malware detection is described. 

 

Table 1. Malware analysis frameworks and tools 

Tool Description 

Dalysis framework & CHEX Dalysis framework & CHEX is a framework 
implementing a static analysis method that can detect 
component hijacking vulnerabilities. It is being 
developed by a group of researchers at the college of 
computing at the Georgia Institute of Technology. The 
source code is however not publicly available [60]. 
 

DroidBox 
DroidBox provides a set of free tools for dynamic 
analysis. The process is not automated and therefore 
suitable for manual analysis. Information that can be 
extracted includes incoming and outgoing network data, 
information leaks, circumvented permissions etc. [61]. 
 

DECAF/DroidScope 
DroidScope is a full analysis environment written in C 
that runs on top of the DECAF platform. This framework 
provides dynamic analysis, includes detection of 
information leakage, profiles API-level activity and 
detects native and Dalvik instruction traces [62]. 
 

VirusTotal VirusTotal is a free service that provides malware 
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detection for files and URLs. It links together numerous 
malware detectors and gathers the result from all these 
scanners. The file or URL is sent through a http post 
request to their public API or directly on their web site. 
There is also a private API which provides more 
information on the files as well as more bandwidth 
allocation [63]. 
 

 

For decompilation and disassembly, there are a few utilities to choose between, one tool 
that has gained a lot of popularity is the disassembler smali/baksmali which is also 
integrated in other tools such as APK-tool, see Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Various tools for reverse-engineering of Android packages. 

Tool Description 

Smali/Baksmali Baksmali is a disassembly program that turns a *.dex 
Dalvik classes into human readable smali code.This 
language supports all functionality as the *.dex format 
[64]. 

Java decompiler A tool for decompiling *.class Java classes into 
readable *.java files. There is a stand-alone graphical 
tool, jd-gui, which can be used to load a *.jar-file and 
view the content. There is also a plugin for Eclipse 
which can be used to view compiled jar files directly 
in Eclipse IDE [65].  

APK-tool APK-tool is a reverse-engineering tool that can 
decompile APK files into *.dex classes or to smali 
files [66]. 

 

Dex2Jar 
A tool that can convert *.dex dalvik classes into 
*.class Java classes [67].  

 

There are many good utilities and programs that can be used for Android forensics, in Table 
3. a selected few is presented. 

 

Table 3: Other utilities and toolkits 

Tool Description 

Stowaway 
 

A service for detecting over-privileges and unused 
privileges in Android applications [68]. 
 

Open source Android Forensics 
Toolkit (OSAF) 

A toolkit put together by a group of IT students from 
the University of Cincinnati. The tools include 
Androguard, mercury, jd-gui, dex2jar and APK-tool. 
They come preinstalled on a Ubuntu image [69]. 
 

Androguard Androguard is a framework with featured functionality 
such as signature scanning, android package analysis 
and certificate verification [70]. 
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AndroidAuditTool A tool written in ruby that can be used for manual 

malware analysis through static and dynamic analysis 
[71]. 
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Chapter 6  
 
Application Review Process 

This chapter will present the contributions from the author. The first section contains a risk 
analysis on users working in high security environments. The next section covers the 
suggested application approval levels. A novel Android application review process for the 
suggested approval levels will be proposed considering malware, over-privileged 
applications and other information leakage. At the end of the chapter, a prototype that 
implements the suggested strategy will discuss the usability and practical considerations of 
the design. 

6.1 Risk Analysis 

A risk analysis has been conducted according to the Risk Management Framework (RMF) 
guidelines for risk analysis [72]. The steps include profiling the business context and 
determining which assets that need protection. It also includes defining business goals that 
are associated with the business context and assets. A cost expressed in metrics such as bad 
will and financial loss will be associated with not reaching the business goals. After this 
step, an attack tree can been drawn to visualize all possible attacks against the business 
goals that were considered the most important. The results from the risk analysis can then 
be used to draw conclusions on which attacks that are the most important to mitigate. 

6.1.1 Business Context 

In environments that require high security, assurance is needed that employees using 
smartphones do not leak sensitive information. These environments include the military, 
government and commercial companies. Common users do not normally need to consider 
these questions, since they are not specific targets for espionage e.g. as a well-known 
politician in the European committee. Different areas have different needs in terms of 
security. However, all users would benefit from a mobile device providing better security 
than what is available today. Every user face the risk of downloading applications that are 
stealing information e.g. through social-engineering attacks or exploits. 

Classification Levels   

In high security environments, there are different levels that can be assigned to information 
that describes how it must be treated. The levels are connected to the damage that is 
induced if an outsider should gain access to the information. These levels are: 
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 Top secret 
This is the highest level of security. Information protected with this level would 
cause “exceptionally grave damage” to national security if released [73].  

 Secret 
This level protects information that would cause “serious damage” to national 
security if released [73]. 

 Confidential 
This level protects information that would cause “damage or be prejudicial” to 
national security if released [73].  

 Restricted 
This level protects information that would cause “undesirable effects” if released 
[73]. 
 

In Sweden, there is also a classification level called KSU (sve: Krypto för Skyddsvärda 
Uppgifter). In English it translates to cryptographics for information worthy of protection. 
This level is used only in Sweden. This level protects information that is less sensitive but 
still critical for a withstanding community [74]. 

The main focus for this thesis is creating a whitelisting solution for a product called 
Panthon, developed by Sectra Communications. The voice encryption in Panthon has been 
approved by the Netherlands National Communication Security Agency, EU and NATO. It 
has been granted the level “Restricted” [75] i.e. it can be used in environments which are 
classified as Restricted. This thesis will therefore cover risk groups operating within the 
restricted classification level. 

6.1.2 Business Goals 

This thesis is dealing with users with high security needs i.e. decision makers in the 
government, military and critical functions of society such as municipalities, county 
council, police, rescue services, health care and the coast guard [76].  

These users have the need to communicate securely to be able to perform their tasks 
without interference. These users are communicating through the Panthon voice encryption, 
thus will not pass information higher than the restricted level through their smart phone. 
Plausible scenarios is that information leakage could result in attacks, such as blackmail to 
extort money or to force a particular decision that would not otherwise happen. Threats 
could also result in the user not raising questions about a particular sensitive topic. The 
impact that this could have would result in undesirable effects.  

A smart phone can be seen as a small computer and can be used in more ways than regular 
mobile phones with sole function to make phone calls. Smart phones can store sensitive 
data that, in the wrong hands, could results in undesirable effects. Assets that can be 
considered worthy of protection in a smart phone include: 

 

 Phone calls, SMS/MMS: Needs to be protected to maintain secure 
communication. 

 Files stored on the SD card: Sensitive documents or pictures that may be stored 
on the SD card. These documents could be classified with a confidentiality level 
or be personal in nature. The files could potentially be used in blackmail attempts 
or in identity theft, if the picture represents a passport or other identification.  

 Geographical coordinates, calendar info: This information could be used by an 
attacker to learn the whereabouts of a potential victim.  
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 Contact list: The contact list could contain contact information such as phone 
number, e-mail and addresses on people who have hidden identity, or of any 
other reason should have hidden contact information.  

 Logged information: Logs could be used to derive usage and behavior patterns, 
e.g. call logs include information on who called who and at what time.  

 

The business/user goals are presented in Table 4, and are derived through discussion around 
the user base, and on which information that is stored in the user’s device. Because it is 
difficult to calculate an exact number to the impact cost, an impact level i.e. high, medium, 
low, has been mapped to each of the goals. The impact level takes in account different 
factors such as damage to national security, financial loss, bad will and impact on society.  

The results show that confidentiality is the most important aspect to protect, therefore it has 
been given the highest impact level. An attack against confidentiality may involve 
monitoring phone calls or sending sensitive company files on the SD card to a remote 
server. Although personal user data and a secure geographical position is important to 
protect, the most important data to protect is information that is protected by a 
confidentiality level. 

Availability is also important i.e. the handset must not be subject for a denial of service 
attack. Regard a scenario, in which a person who has critical information, needs to 
communicate it out to the public urgently. If the handset is not able to send the information, 
this could have undesirable consequences.   

In contrast to confidentiality and availability, integrity of information, does not have the 
most severe impact in this environment, and is therefore given low impact.  
 

Table 4. The table shows the user goals or needs.  

Business/User Goals Attack Impact 

Secure communication High 
Handle classified data  High 
Physically unmonitored High 
Continuity; Be able to use phone when needed High 
Personal user data(pictures, ID, contact information, calendar)  Medium 
Secure geographical position. Medium 
Integrity (calendar, contacts etc.) Low 

6.1.3 Possible Attacks against User Goals 

In Table 5, the user goals and impact levels have been inserted in a table containing 
potential attacks that threatens the user goals. The attacks have been derived through a 
brainstorm on the business/user goals in Table 4. Each attack has been mapped to the 
concerned assets as well as a frequency of the attack and the impact level. The frequency 
level represents how common a particular threat is amongst malware. These levels are 
derived with guidance from data collected by Symantec in 2011 [77]. Each attack is 
mapped to three different frequency levels; high, medium and low.  
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Table 5. This table shows different attacks associated with the user goals and additional attacks that 

might pose a threat. These attacks are listed with an impact level and frequency level.  

Attack Asset Threatens goal Impact Freq. 

Steal classified docs Classified 
documents 

Handle classified data 
 

High 
 
 

High 

Control device All All High 
 

Medium 

Monitoring user 
 

Phone calls 
 

 

Physically unmonitored 
Secure communication 
 

High Medium 

Read SMS/MMS SMS/MMS Secure communication 
 

High High 

Read call log Call logs Secure communication 
 

High High 

Steal private data 
 

Private data 
(pics, ID …) 
 

Private user data 
 

Medium High 

Get geo. pos. Geographical 
coordinates 
 

Secure geo. position. 
 

Medium Medium 

Get contact info. Contacts Private user data 
 

Medium High 

Read calendar 
 

Calendar Private user data 
 

Medium Low 

Alter information Calendar Integrity Low 
 

Low 

Denial of Service None Continuity High Low 
 

Install apps All All High Low 
 

Elevate privileges All All High Low 

 

 

When time and budget is limited, it is valuable to focus on mitigating the attacks that 
causes the user or company most harm. A method to deduce which attacks in Table 5, that 
are the most prominent and causes most harm, is to multiply the impact level with the 
frequency level. It is possible to visualize this in an impact – frequency diagram (shown in 
Figure 11). One axis has the impact level as unit and the other axis has the frequency level. 
The red line in the diagram divides the attacks into which attacks that should be prioritized, 
thus are important to mitigate and those that are less prominent. The attacks listed above the 
red line, have a high impact level and high frequency, and are therefore the most important 
attacks to mitigate.  

The diagram in Figure 11, shows that confidentiality followed by availability, are the most 
important security aspects to protect. Integrity related attacks are seen below the red line 
and should therefore not be prioritized. In conclusion, it is most important to mitigate 
attacks threatening confidentiality. 
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Figure 11: A graph visualizing severity against frequency. The attacks top right are the most 

important to mitigate. 

 

6.1.4 Attacks Mapped to Android Permissions 

In this section, an analysis of associated Android permissions is provided, for each of the 
attacks presented in section 6.1.3. Each of the permissions have also been accompanied 
with the Android protection level associated with that permission, i.e. dangerous, signature 
or system, signature and normal. Note that some of the permissions only are risks when 
used in combination with permissions to send the information outside the phone, e.g. 
internet_permission and send_sms. The permissions marked as Signature or SignOrSys are 
not available for normal applications. For these permissions, the application needs to be a 
system application or signed with the same key as the one that declared the permission. 
This means that users with custom roms (e.g. CyanogenMod) can be vulnerable since the 
system key could be publicly available [78]. Also note that using a root exploit, all 
permission levels except signature can be bypassed by placing the application in the 
system/app folder on the device. 
 

Table 6. The table shows attacks related to Android permissions.  

 
Attacks 

 
Related permissions (protection level) 

Steal restricted documents, private data Read_external_storage (Normal) 
Mount_format_filesystems (SignOrSys) 
 

Retrieve geographical coordinates  Access_coarse_location (Dangerous) 
Access_fine_location (Dangerous) 
 

Monitor/Tap phone  Call_phone (Dangerous) 
Call_SIP (Dangerous) 
Call_privilege (SignOrSys) 

    Low    Medium       High 

     High 

 

 

 

Medium 

 

 

 

      Low 

Frequency 

Impact 

Alter  

information 

Read 

calender Get geo. pos 

DoS attack 

Install apps 

Elevate privileges 

Steal private data 

Get contact info. 

Read call log 

Steal classified docs 

Read SMS/MMS 
Control device 

Monitor phone 
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Camera (Dangerous) 
Process_outgoing_calls (Dangerous) 
Get_tasks (Dangerous) 
Read_logs (SignOrSys|Dev) 
Read_frame_buffer (SignOrSys) 
Record_audio (Dangerous) 
Read_history_bookmarks (Dangerous) 
Read_profile (Dangerous) 
Read_socialstream (Dangerous) 
Read_user_dictionary (Dangerous) 
Set_activity_watcher (Signature) 
Use_credentials (Dangerous) 
Manage_accounts(Dangerous) 
Receive_wap_push (Dangerous) 
Authenticate_accounts(Dangerous) 
 

Denial of Service Brick (Signature) 
Reboot (SignOrSys) 
Modify_phone_state (SignOrSys) 
 

Read call log Read_call_log (Dangerous) 
 

Install apps Install_packages (SignOrSys) 
 

Read SMS/MMS Receive_SMS (Dangerous) 
Receive_MMS (Dangerous) 
Read_SMS (Dangerous) 
Read_MMS (Dangerous) 
 

Control device Factory_test (Signature) 
Inject_events (Signature) 
 

Read calendar Read_calender (Dangerous) 
 

Retrieve contact information Read_contacts (Dangerous) 
 

Send information home Internet_permission (Dangerous) 
Write_sms (Dangerous) 
Send_sms (Dangerous) 
Send_sms_no_confirmation (SignOrSys) 
 

Alter information Write_calender (Dangerous) 
Write_social_stream (Dangerous) 
Write_history_bookmarks (Dangerous) 
Write_profile (Dangerous) 
Add_voicemail (Dangerous) 

6.1.5 Attack Tree 

The diagram in Figure 11, suggests that confidentiality, thus the act of stealing information 
has the most severe consequence. Because of this, it is most valuable to focus on mitigating 
these risks and to find all possible attack possibilities for an attacker to steal information. 
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An attack tree has been drawn below to illustrate the different attack possibilities. This 
thesis is limited to application whitelisting in Android, thus the attack tree will only cover 
attacks that can be performed by Android applications, see Figure 12.  

An application can have malicious intention to steal information, but there are also 
applications that send information to third parties e.g. as part of an advertising deal or for 
user statistics - without malicious intention. However, even if that developer does not have 
malicious intention, someone else with malicious intention could get hold of this 
information.  

To get access to sensitive data through an application, the application could simply ask for 
permissions that would grant them access to the data. To be able to pass the data over to an 
external party (which is the primary goal), the application needs permission for either 
internet, sending SMS/MMS, NFC or Bluetooth.  

However, if an application requests too high risk permissions, there is a chance that the user 
will get suspicious and will not install the application. The maliciously intended application 
developers are therefore drawn to creating exploits, that will camouflage their true 
intention, by using a vulnerability to get access to the sensitive data. If a root exploit is 
successfully run, it would grant total control over the device.  

Applications can also send information to a remote web server without having internet 
permission, by sending an intent to the web browser, with an URI containing a HTTP 
address, which is built with private information, gathered from the application. Information 
leakage is also possible similarly through content resolvers between applications. 

 

Figure 12. Attack tree over possible ways for a malicious application to steal information.  

6.2 Suggested Application Security Approval Levels 

The motivation behind implementing several security approval levels, as opposed to only 
having one whitelist, is that different users have different needs in terms of security. By 
using whitelists, a tradeoff is made between functionality and security i.e. the user will be 
limited to a set of applications that are considered safe. By having three different levels, the 
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organization can customize and freely choose which security approval level that is needed 
for its organization and users. The user will be able to download applications from a special 
Secure App Store (SAS) which will only present applications corresponding to the chosen 
security approval level. For example if an user has chosen moderate security, the user will 
only see moderate leveled apps on the SAS. 

  
 Minimal: Includes a number of automated tests to exclude malicious 

applications. This includes both static and dynamic analysis techniques. 
 Moderate: All apps with high risk permissions and unused permissions as well 

as applications containing native, dynamic and reflection code, will be manually 
reviewed for malicious behavior. The applications will also be reviewed for 
information leakage through intents and content resolvers. If the application does 
not present malicious behavior during the manual analysis, it will be added to the 
whitelist of moderate level of security. 

 High: To ensure with the highest level of assurance that no malicious application 

will pass through the screening, all applications with unused permissions, 

permissions or combinations of permissions that might pose a threat as well as 

applications using native, dynamic or reflection code will be excluded. 
 

The minimal leveled whitelist can be used by organizations that wants to make sure that no 
known malware or adware is allowed to run on devices, used by their employees. The 
results in section 6.11, suggest that 17.5% of all applications on Google Play can be 
considered malicious. This means that organizations using the minimal security approval 
level can choose from more than 80 % of all applications on Google Play. They are not 
severely limited by this whitelist. 

The moderate and high security approval level are for organizations with higher demands 
on security. Aside from malware detection, these levels also limit applications that use 
permissions or other riskful coding standards that could pose a threat against security. For 
the highest leveled whitelist, no chances are taken, all applications that use elements that 
could be used maliciously are banned, even if it means many false positives. This whitelist 
is therefore suitable for the most paranoid organizations. The moderate leveled whitelist on 
the other hand, does allow some of the applications, after a careful manual analysis. This 
step is included to detect potential malicious behavior that was not caught by the malware 
detection for known malware. This whitelist does require more resources and is therefore 
considered for organizations that want the highest security, but do not want to compromise 
between security and freedom to choose between many applications. 

6.3 Application Whitelisting Process (AWP) Design 

The suggested architecture for the application vetting and whitelisting is shown in Figure 
13. The input to the App Analysis Server (AAS) is a set of applications that are chosen to be 
reviewed to enter the Secure App Store (SAS).  

The App Analysis Server (AAS) will automatically analyze the application for malware, 
potentially riskful permissions and other information leakage. The AAS will prompt a 
suggestion on which whitelist the application should be appended to.  

The Update Component will on a regular basis check if there is a new update for any 
application on the Secure App Store (SAS). If a new update is available, it will be run 
through the AAS once again to ensure that no malicious behavior has been added. If the 
update is allowed, the package file will be updated on the SAS. 
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In case the update will be rejected by the AAS, the updated files will be discarded and the 
SAS will continue to serve the previously allowed app. 

The whitelists will be stored on the device as well as on the SAS to ensure that only 
whitelisted applications can be run on the device. The motivation is to protect against the 
case in which a previously granted application is revoked on the whitelist. By having the 
whitelist on the device, the application can be blocked from running after installation. 

 

 

Figure 13. Overview of the whitelisting process.  

 

The App Analysis Server (AAS) starts by scanning the application through a set of malware 
scanners. If these tests are passed, the application may enter the whitelist with the minimal 
level of security approval. If a higher level of security is requested i.e. moderate or high, the 
application must be evaluated by its set of permissions in the App Permission Analytics 
(APA). In this block, the application will be analyzed for unused permissions and 
permissions or combinations of permissions that are considered to pose a threat against 
security. Additionally, since two applications that are signed with the same key can share 
permissions and together pose a threat against security, a method is included to map these 
applications, and to exclude one of them, if they together have a combination of 
permissions that might pose a threat. In addition to this block, the application will also be 
analyzed for native, dynamic and reflection code as well as information leakage through 
intents and content resolvers. 

To get an application inside the whitelist with the highest level of security approval, the 
application cannot contain anything that is found riskful or suspicious by the analytics. If 
the application is red flagged, an option exist to manually evaluate the functionality 
associated with the red flag. If the behavior is considered to be safe, it will be allowed to 
enter the whitelist with moderate level of security approval. In case the application is found 
malicious, the application will be discarded.  
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Figure 14. Architecture of the App Analysis Server (AAS). 

6.4 Malware Detection Techniques 

Generally, one tool cannot find all malware or malicious behavior, since they include 
different malware detection techniques and algorithms. Therefore to get the best coverage, 
multiple tools are desired [79]. 

For maximal coverage, a combination of static and dynamic analysis is needed, as well as a 
variety of detection techniques of which were listed in section 3.6. 

Information can be shared to the internet through an intent to the web browser application, 
without the need for internet permission. This means that applications should be screened 
for intents sending an URI with a HTTP address. The reason is that information could be 
sent by building a HTTP request containing sensitive information. Information can also be 
sent through content resolvers between applications [39]. 

6.5 Blocking Potential Zero-day Malware 

Since the malware detection scanners look for malware, or malicious behavior associated 
with known malware signatures or behavior patterns, zero-day malware could pass through 
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the tests. The use of reflection code and dynamic code, makes it difficult for both static and 
dynamic analysis  to discover malicious behavior. Native code execution, makes it possible 
to exploit kernel vulnerabilities to gain root. Thus by limiting the use of native, reflection 
and dynamic code in Android applications, the amount of zero-day malware that passes 
through the malware detectors could potentially be reduced. Although this will block a 
large amount of false positives, it will protect users that cannot take an enlarged risk of 
information leakage. 

6.6 Analyzing Application Privileges 

Because Android permissions can be used to carry out malicious actions, without the need 
to exploit a vulnerability, constraints need to be placed on which privileges that can be 
allowed and still maintain a safe mobile environment. 

In Table 7, Android permissions associated with a risk to confidentiality of asset data and 
availability are listed. Note that this list is not claimed to be complete and should be 
updated as new Android permissions are added to the Android framework.  

 

Table 7: Permissions associated with a risk to confidentiality of asset data and availability. 

Always denied Denied in combination 
with connection out 

Connection 
out 

BRICK                       
FACTORY_TEST                      
INJECT_EVENTS                       
SEND_SMS_ 
_NO_CONFIRMATION 
CALL_PHONE                
CALL_SIP                       
CALL_PRIVILEGE                       
INSTALL_PACKAGES                       
PROCESS_OUTGOING_CALLS 
REBOOT                       
RESTART_PACKAGES                       
MODIFY_PHONE_STATE 

READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE                                   
MOUNT_FORMAT_FILESYSTEMS                                      
ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION                                      
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION                                      
READ_CONTACTS                                      
GET_TASKS                                      
CAMERA                                     
READ_LOGS                                      
READ_FRAME_BUFFER                                      
RECORD_AUDIO                                      
READ_HISTORY_BOOKMARKS                                      
READ_PROFILE                                      
READ_SOCIALSTREAM                                      
READ_USER_DICTIONARY                                      
READ_CALL_LOG                                      
RECIEVE_SMS                                      
RECIEVE_MMS                                      
READ_CALENDER 
DUMP 

INTERNET                             
SEND_SMS                             
SEND_MMS                            
BLUETOOTH                             
NFC 

 

Single Permissions: By requesting a single permission, damage can be dealt to the device, 
such as permission to phone calls which could be used for eavesdropping. Some 
permissions that are listed in this category require that the application is signed with a 
system key to be of any danger. This should only be a risk if running an Android ROM of 
which the system key is made public.  

Combinations of Permissions: If the goal is to steal private data, privileges are needed 
that allow for communication with the outside world from the infected device. This requires 
one of these permissions; internet, send SMS/MMS, Bluetooth or NFC. Using resources 
such as the contact list is harmless until the application can send the information to the 
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outside world. Therefore combinations of privileges should be considered when analyzing 
if the requested application privileges are safe or not. 

Application Permission Sharing: Applications that are signed with the same developer 
key can share user space and thus share permissions. It is therefore important to analyze the 
applications that have already been included in the whitelist and what permissions they 
hold.  

Unused Permissions: Applications that have requested high risk permissions that are later 
unused could simply be badly programmed or include obfuscated code with hidden 
malicious behavior.  

6.7 Manual Analysis Process 

It is only possible to automate a malware analysis process to a certain extent. Manual 
analysis is needed in situations where it is unclear if the application can be trusted or not. 
The proposed whitelisting process, AWP, includes three security approval levels of which 
the low and high level can be automated. The “middle” level i.e. the moderate level 
requires manual analysis.  

In section 6.9, the elements in the permission analytics is explained in detail. If any red flag 
is raised during that scanning process, the application needs to be manually reviewed to be 
able to enter the moderate leveled whitelist.  

For a manual analysis to pass, it is required to review the source code for every red flag that 
is raised during the automated analysis. If the flag is raised for a permission, the security 
analyst will need to determine if the permission that was requested is used in a non-
threatening way i.e. information should not leave the device. If unused permissions are 
spotted, this could mean that the Android package contains encrypted code. The security 
analyst could use techniques such as entropy analysis to detect if encrypted code is present. 
If a red flag is raised for native, dynamic or reflection code, the security analyst needs to 
review and follow the data flow to ensure that the code is not exploiting any vulnerability 
or camouflaging information leakage. 

6.8 Maintenance 

As described in section 4.4, when using a whitelist approach, maintenance is needed to 
make sure that the whitelisted software is up to date and does not contain any newly 
discovered malware. Considering that maintenance would require additional resources, an 
update component is proposed to automatically check for updates from Google Play, on a 
regular basis. For every update the application should be sent through the application 
whitelisting process, to ensure that no malicious behavior has been added. This will 
mitigate the risk that outdated applications are stuck in the whitelists. The solution is 
designed to minimize resources, since parts of the update process can be automated. 
However, since the updates are passed through the application analytics, the update process 
will still need security analysts for the contingent manual analysis. The applications shall 
also be sent though the automatic malware detection system on a regular basis. Malware 
signatures are continuately updated in anti-malware software. It is therefore motivational to 
scan the whitelisted applications regularly, to make sure that no malware has passed 
through.  
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Figure 15. Graphical interface showing the content of the whitelist. 

6.9 Application Whitelisting Validation 

Enforcing a whitelist policy on a system requires a security solution to avoid it from being 
bypassed. In this design, digital signatures should be used because of its capability to 
ensure that the application has been approved and has passed through the whitelisting 
process. 

This validation process should also be performed on the handset to ensure that no 
application that is not in the whitelist may run or show in the Android launcher. 

6.10 Implementation of the Prototype 

The motivation behind this implementation was to be able to discuss if the design would be 
useful in practice. For instance, it would not be an useful design, if none of the applications 
that are run through the whitelisting process, would be able to be placed in the highest 
leveled whitelist. The focus of the implementation was therefore placed on the App 
Analysis Server of the suggested design.   

The implementation of the design was developed in Python. The program is powered by 
Androguard for the APK analytics to detect native, dynamic and reflection code. The 
cryptographic functions in Androguard were used to extract the certificate and the public 
key. A method was also used to read the application manifest file, in order to extract the 
requested permissions, which was useful for the permission analytics. The whitelist is 
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stored in a database based on SQLite. As presentation of the database, a graphical interface 
was developed using the DataTables plugin for the jQuery JavaScript library, as seen in 
Figure 15. 

Although the malware detection strategy for the design is defined in detail to include 
several malware detection strategies, this is beyond the scope of the thesis to implement. 
The malware detection service called VirusTotal provides a solution that already 
implements the suggested strategy i.e. using multiple malware detection strategies through 
multiple tools. However, because the tools are proprietary, there is generally no information 
on the exact strategy the anti-malware tools are using that are linked to VirusTotal. 
Considering the sheer volume of malware-detectors that VirusTotal has implemented 
(around 46  malware scanners), there is a high probability that diverse techniques are being 
used.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 16: The malware detection as implemented in the prototype using VirusTotal scanners. 

 

The first step in using this tool, is to choose an Android application to analyze i.e. an APK-
file. The file will undergo different kinds of analysis steps. The first part involves an initial 
analysis e.g. list prevalence of native, dynamic and reflection code. In the next step, the file 
is sent over to the VirusTotal malware scanners, see Figure 16.  

If the malware tests are negative the file will be sent to the permission analytics as seen in 
Figure 17. The security analyst is presented with a complete list of the permissions 
requested by the application. The program will compute which permissions that could be 
potentially dangerous. It will also list which permissions that in combination with other 
permissions are potentially dangerous e.g. in this example “internet” or “send_sms” should 
not be used together with “read_contacts” and “access_fine_location”. There is also a 
section for unused permissions and listing combinations with other applications in the 
database that are signed with the same developer key and thus can share permissions.  

Finally, there is a summary of the results to provide an overview. If none of the entries are 
true and if the application does not contain any native, dynamic or reflection code, the 
application is put into the highest leveled whitelist. 
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Figure 17: Permission analytics as implemented in the prototype. 

 

Figure 18: Manual analysis as implemented in the prototype. 
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If the application failed the automatic analysis, manual analysis is needed. The security 
analyst will be prompted with a choice to continue to manual analysis, or quit and 
optionally put the application into the whitelist with the minimal security approval level. If 
the application is considered safe, after a throughout manual analysis, the application is 
allowed in the whitelist with moderate security approval level. Once in the manual analysis 
process, see Figure 18, the security analyst will be provided with the location of where the 
permissions or native/dynamic/reflection code are used. The security analyst will be 
prompted with questions whether the behavior of the application can be considered safe or 
not. Once the manual analysis is finished, the application is allowed in the moderate leveled 
whitelist. 

 

Implemented Features 

 Entering a single APK-file or a set of APK-files 
 SQlite database containing a whitelist supporting three levels of security approval 

and a blacklist with applications found malicious to speed up re-runs of the same 
file.  

 Detection of native, dynamic and reflection code 
 Scanning for malware (using VirusTotal) 
 Detection of riskful privileges 
 Detection of riskful combinations of permissions in an app 
 Detection of riskful combinations of permissions in applications previously added 

in the database. 
 Manual analysis offered for the optional moderate leveled whitelist. 
 Disassembly and source code browsing for user-friendly manual analysis. 

 
Non-implemented Features 

 Detection of unused permissions 
 Detection of information leakage through intents and content resolvers 

6.11 Scanning Results 

The concept of the application whitelisting process (AWP) has been tested by running 200 
applications from the official application market, Google Play. The applications were 
chosen to fairly represent an average user. The applications were mainly taken from the top 
categories on Google play. A smaller percentage were taken at random and a number of 
applications were Swedish to represent users living in Sweden. The application categories 
ranged between games, business applications, customization applications and small 
utilities. 

 

Table 8: The results of scanning 200 apps from Google Play through AWP. 

Total apps scanned Threats Manual analysis required Highest level acquired 

200 35 141 24 
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Figure 19. Pie diagram of the results from scanning 200 applications from Google Play through 

AWP. 

As seen in Table 8 and Figure 19, which presents the result of scanning 200 applications 
from Google Play through AWP, 12 % are allowed in the whitelist with applications that 
are considered the most trustworthy i.e. high level. 17.5% were considered malware or as 
unwanted applications by numerous anti-malware software at VirusTotal. One noteworthy 
result was that one of the applications that was found with malware (Plankton and Airpush) 
was found in the category “Top free” on Google Play and was downloaded between 1 
million to 5 million times. Hence, downloading only popular applications to avoid malware 
is therefore not a guarantee. 

A percentage of 70.5% applications have riskful combinations of permissions that could 
lead to information leakage or contains either native, dynamic or reflection code. The latter 
of which could result in hidden malicious behavior that has not been discovered and added 
to the signature lists of the anti-malware programs. However, because these 70.5 % do not 
include any known malware, they are considered safe enough for the whitelist with the low 
security approval level. For the moderate leveled whitelist, manual analysis is needed. A 
security analyst will need to review the source code and take a decision whether to trust the 
application or not.   

In Table 9, the distribution of threats in the samples is shown. The results suggest that 
Airpush is the most common threat.  

 

Table 9: The distribution of threats. 

Threats Nr of apps 

Airpush 11 
Plankton 2 
Plankton + Airpush 9 
LeadBolt 4 
LeadBolt + Airpush 1 
Adwo/Wooboo 3 
Plankton + Leadbolt 1 
FakeFlash 2 

17,5% 

70,5% 

12,0% 

Malware/ Adware

Manual Analysis

High Level
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Androidos.eee 1 
FakeInst-EY 1 

 

In Table 10, the different threats are described. The results suggest that adware that send 
advertisment to the notification area, stand out as the most common threat on Google Play. 
There are also two cases of applications that pretend to be the Flash player, in order to send 
the victim to a malicious website.  
 

Table 10: Description of the malwares found in the samples from Google Play. 

Malware/Adware Description 

Airpush Adware that sends intrusive ads to the notification bar and gathers 
private information [80].  
 

LeadBolt An adware that sends private information to a remote server and 
places an icon on the screen without the user’s consent [81]. 
 

Plankton Gathers private information and sends command instructions to the 
device from a command and control server [82]. 

 
Androidos.eee Generic malware, no information. 

 
FakeInst-EY No information (might be false positive) 

 
FakeFlash A trojan that imitates the Flash Player application icon.  Upon 

launch, the application opens a website [27].  
 

AdWo An adware that displays advertisements in the notification bar and  
collects private information such as the IMEI-number [27]. 
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Chapter 7  
 
Summary and Conclusion 

Mobile phones are getting smarter and have started to contain more private information. 
The usage has changed, smartphones are small computers that can accomplish much more 
than phone calls. Consumers use them in all their daily activities e.g. paying bills, taking 
photos of their lives and posting them online. Smartphones are widely used today by both 
consumers and companies. There is also a will to start using them in environments where 
high security is required.  

Unfortunately, there are growing threats against mobile platforms, especially Android.  
This can be explained by the wide use and openness of the platform. Among these threats 
are  malicious applications. The objective of these applications is commonly to collect 
private data or sending premium-rate SMS. Nearly one out of five of all applications on 
Google Play, contain adware or malware according to the malware screening performed 
during this thesis. Malware can be constructed either through an exploit or, more 
commonly, by social engineering i.e. simply requesting permission. A big problem is that it 
is left to the consumer to judge if an application is using too much permissions e.g. if a 
gaming application should have permission to send text messages or not. Consumers need 
to pay extra attention to which permissions they accept, since it is easier to use social 
engineering attacks than to create an exploit. 

Smartphone users in high security environments such as the government, face more risks 
than the common user. In the risk analysis that was conducted during this thesis, 
confidentiality was shown to be the most important security aspect to protect. Loosing 
information that have been marked with a confidentiality level, could lead to severe 
consequences. Another important aspect of security is availability. The user needs to be 
able to use the smartphone when needed. For example, the user could have important 
information that in a situation needs to be quickly communicated or else undesirable 
consequences could happen. Therefore, denial of service attacks is of top priority to 
mitigate as well as the confidentiality of information.  

Whitelisting is an answer to this problem i.e. locking down which applications that may run 
on the device. However, this would make some users feel too locked down.  This thesis 
proposes a novel whitelisting process, called AWP. In this process, three different leveled 
whitelists are suggested. Since users have different needs in terms of security, three levels 
of security approval is defined. Each of these three levels of trustworthiness represent a 
whitelist to satisfy each need. The highest leveled whitelist, thus most locked down, is 
meant for the key targeted people in the organization. This whitelist does not contain any 
known malware, applications with unused permissions, or any applications with 
permissions, or combinations of permission that could pose a threat. The whitelist also does 
not contain any dynamic or reflection code, that could be used for hiding malicious 
behavior. Native code is also prohibited to mitigate the risk of kernel exploitation. In 
addition, information leakage through content resolvers and intents also needs to be 
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analyzed. The second list i.e. moderate level, is meant for users that demand high security 
but does not compromise smartphone usability. Permissions that could pose a risk are 
allowed after a careful manual code review. The whitelist with the lowest level of security 
approval is for the groups in the organization that are not risk targets, and does not hold any 
classified information. Known malware threats are eliminated, but no restrictions are made 
on application permissions. 

A prototype was developed to prove the overall usability of the design. The results, as 
shown in Table 8, on testing 200 applications from Google Play show that 12 % of all 
applications can be placed in the highest leveled whitelist and near 18% of all applications 
contain malware or adware. About 70 % of all applications that were screened had 
permissions that could be used to send information to remote servers, used techniques that 
could obfuscate malicious behavior or contained native code. 

The proposed Application Whitelisting Process (AWP), can automate parts of the process 
of whitelisting. However, for parts of the process, manual analysis i.e. a security analyst is 
needed in order to decide whether or not to trust the application. However, being able to 
automate parts of the process, would cut down costs for any company looking to create an 
Android application whitelist. The screening that was conducted during this thesis, suggest 
that nearly 30 % of all applications either are malicious or can be put in the highest trust 
level, thus will not need manual analysis. 

In conclusion, the results show the need for better security in Android, especially if 
applications should be allowed for users in high security environments. The Application 
Whitelisting Process would mitigate risks associated with users in high security 
environments. The prototype of the suggested whitelisting process has shown promising 
results. 12 % of all applications on Google Play can be used by users demanding the 
highest assurance that no malicious behavior or information leakage is present.  

However, there is no such thing as a completely safe system. There is no guarantee against 
malware using exploits that have not yet been discovered or malware that have other 
undiscovered ways to leak information.  
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Chapter 8  
 
Future Work 

The proposed whitelisting process contain guidelines for malware detection for applications 
that use obfuscation techniques. A potential future work could involve further investigation 
on malware detection techniques and implementing them into the whitelisting process. 

The prototype can be developed further to include all the suggested guidelines for 
application whitelisting e.g. checks for unused permissions and detecting information 
leakage through intents and content resolvers. It would also be interesting to test larger 
quantities of applications in the prototype to get better statistics on the percentage of 
malware and unsafe applications. 

Another suggestion for future work is to implement a similar whitelisting approach for 
other mobile platforms such as iOS and Windows Phone 8. 
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